About IRIS CARBON®

Benefits of IRIS CARBON®

IRIS CARBON® a cloud-based, collaborative filing
platform that helps companies and mutual funds
meet their enterprise reporting needs.

Real time collaboration - Using the real-time
collaboration feature, IRIS CARBON® is being
leveraged by teams within client offices as
well as IRIS expert teams to track, manage,
update and finalise documents in parallel with
high efficiency, from creation all the way
through filing.

Built with over 12 years of experience in various
markets, IRIS CARBON ® simplifies your
reporting, while ensuring high quality, increased
productivity and efficient collaboration across
your organisation.
IRIS CARBON®, is a quality benchmarked and
seamlessly scalable solution for creation of
Inline/XBRL documents. The product caters to the
regulatory requirement of various markets such
as South Africa, USA, UK, Ireland and Italy and
handles different taxonomies which includes
IFRS, US-GAAP and other country specific
taxonomies based on the regulatory reporting
requirements.

Increases productivity - Experience the benefits
of auto-tagging for the first year. IRIS CARBON® is
designed to not only make the first creation and
submission of documents easier, but it is loaded
with features like Roll Forward, spreadsheet
linking which facilitate simpler successive filings.
Reliable High-Quality Service - IRIS CARBON®
comes with the service backing of a team that has
vast experience of having worked over 20,000
documents across different geographies.

Features of IRIS CARBON®
Smart Editing.
Features like online Editing, easy version
creation and compare, integrated Review and
Comment make finalisation process with
approvals and signoffs easier.
iXBRL Ready.
IRIS CARBON® is iXBRL ready for
CIPC’s mandate & can provide you with
an iXBRL output at a click of a button.
Single Source. Multiple Outputs.
Create outputs in multiple formats
(including iXBRL, Word & PDF) from a
single source document.
Audit Checks.
Allows external auditors access to company
reports, to comment and suggest changes, all
in one seamless platform

Why IRIS CARBON®?




Integrated Validations

IRIS’s validator used in CIPC’s filing portal
is also integrated in IRIS CARBON®.
Validate your documents using the
integrated validation engine.




Increased Productivity

Our easy workflow allows multiple users to review
the document. Features like commenting, version
creation and multiple output format generation
allow you to create not just inline XBRL but
also Word and PDF documents, with all
the updated data.




Hassle Free Support

Real time support available anytime you need.

Roll Forward Filing.
Prepare the documentation only once and
update it easily to get your ready template for
the next filing.
Spreadsheet Linking.
Spreadsheet linking allows you to update
tables and content directly from your
spreadsheet into your document.
Maker-Checker Approach.
We adopt a maker-checker approach for
generating iXBRL/XBRL output, which ensures
high level of accuracy and have multiple layers
of quality check.





Top Notch Quality
IRIS CARBON® comes with the service backing
of a company that has perhaps the largest
number of XBRL professionals in the world, their
work spread across 15 countries, and a record
of working with over 20,000 complex documents
across different geographies. If you ever
experience a challenge, the XDS | IRIS Team
can step in at any point and help you through
your filing.
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